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Abstract: Security and privacy are the major concerns in the internet of things (IoT) which are uncertain and 

unpredictable. Trust aware routing is one of the recent and effective strategies which ensure better resilience for IoT 

nodes from different security threats. Towards such concern, this paper proposes a new strategy called independent 

onlooker withstanding trust aware routing (IOWTAR) for IoT. IOWTAR introduced a new compound trust metric by 

combining three individual metrics namely independent trust, onlooker trust, and withstanding trust (a combination of 

resilient trust and immovability trust). Independent trust and onlooker trust are assessed based on direct and indirect 

experiences of nodes about their neighbor nodes. Withstanding trust is assessed based on the stability and resilience 

of nodes towards dynamic topological changes and network failures respectively. Further, this work adapted the Firefly 

algorithm (FFA) to optimize the weights of individual trusts and establishes a secure path. Simulation experiments 

carried out over the proposed method had shown its superiority in terms of packet delivery ratio, delay, and throughput. 

The proposed method has gained an average improvement in the throughput is of 23.71%, 20.18%, 17.27%, and 2.88% 

from PSO, GSA, WOA, and CBBMOR-TSM-IOT methods respectively.   

Keywords: Internet of things, Trust awareness, Independent trust, Onlooker trust, Withstanding trust, Compound 

metric. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In the current technology, the Internet has major 

significance through which the end-to-end devices 

can communicate in a hassle-free manner. Due to 

such significance, the internet of things (IoT) has 

emerged as an interesting paradigm that can connect 

a billion devices with heterogeneous characteristics. 

Hence, the IoT has gained widespread applicability 

in different fields like micro-electromechanical 

systems (MEMS), smart automation, wireless sensor 

networks (WSNs), Embedded systems, etc. The basic 

theme of IoT was established in the 80s, popularized 

in the 90s, and accelerated in the 20s [1-3]. At present, 

the IoT is involved in every field and plays a very 

important role in the lives of human beings, for 

example in infrastructure management, smart 

transportation, smart health care systems, home and 

building automation, and environmental monitoring 

[4]. From the Federal trade commission (FTC) report, 

it was reported that the total number of IoT devices 

are already crossed the total number of working 

people in their corresponding working stations [5, 6]. 

It is predicted that the total number of IoT devices 

will become approximately 29.42 billion by the end 

of the year 2030. Thus, IoT can be stated as a Global 

connector that forms a virtual network with non-

traditional computing devices. But, connecting such 

devices through the internet brings so many 

challenges like security, resource scarcity, mobility, 

interoperability, scalability, etc.  

Among these challenges, security and privacy 

concerns are deemed as major hurdles facing by IoT. 

Since the devices connected to IoT are heterogeneous 

in nature, the potential security risks are totally 

uncertain and unpredictable in nature. For instance, a 
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compromised IoT device may influence some other 

devices in the network to get compromised. Further, 

depending on the nature of compromising, the 

compromised nodes may lead to several problems 

like leaking personal information, misuse of 

resources and authorized credentials, etc. Hence, to 

protect the IoT network from all these constraints, 

there is a need for a complete security provision 

strategy which is the main motivation of this paper. 

Over the past few years, several researchers and 

academicians are seriously developing several secure 

strategies to ensure a risk-free communication in IoT. 

trust aware routing (TAR) [7, 8] is one of the current 

and effective security provision strategies. In TAR, 

each node assesses the trustworthiness of all of its 

neighbor nodes and selects the next hop node. In such 

a process, an objective function is defined through 

several trust metrics and computes the trust of nodes. 

The next hop node is selected which has more 

trustworthiness. However, from past studies, it was 

found that the metrics used to trust computation are 

not adequate and also limited in number. The 

inadequate and limited Metris won’t provide 

resilience against a larger number of attacks.  

Hence, this paper proposes a new TAR-assisted 

routing mechanism that considers multiple and 

adequate trust metrics. The proposed method 

considers totally 3 types of trust metrics viz.; 

Independent trust, onlooker trust, and withstanding 

trust. Independent trust is assessed based on the direct 

past experiences between nodes. Onlooker trust is 

assessed with the help of neighbor nodes and 

Withstanding trust is assessed based on the 

Resilience and Immovability of nodes in the network. 

Finally, a compound routing metric is formulated by 

integrating these three metrics and the most 

trustworthy node is selected as a next hop forwarding 

node.  

The remainder of this paper is structured in the 

following manner; the literature survey details are 

explored in the 2nd section. The particulars of the 

proposed TAR based on compound routing metrics 

are explored in 3rd section. The details of the 

experimental analysis are explored in the 4th section 

and the 5th section provides the conclusions.  

2. Literature survey 

TAR has gained a significant research interest in 

IoT networks as it helps in the establishment of a 

stable and secure path for communication between 

IoT devices. TAR is employed to ensure the security 

of nodes, especially for a larger node count where the 

centralized administrator is not capable to handle or 

when the communicating media among the nodes is 

navigating network media. compared to traditional 

cryptography algorithms the TAR is more effective 

and dynamic in nature. Furthermore, TAR is also 

capable of continuously monitoring the node’s 

behavior in the network thereby it can assess the 

trustworthiness and can determine the trustworthy 

nodes to collaborate with. Different TAR methods 

have been developed earlier to provide trustworthy 

communication between nodes of IoT networks.  

D. Chen et al. [9] propose a “trust and reputation 

model (TRM)” by considering the packet forwarding 

ratio, energy consumed, and PDR for trust 

assessment. Further, they employed fuzzy set theory 

to accomplish the TRM model. As there exist only 

few trustworthy nodes in IoT network, considering 

them for every time data transmission results in a 

quick depletion that effect on the lifetime of network.  

P. K. Reddy, R. S. Babu [10] proposed an 

“optimal Secure and Energy Aware Protocol 

(OSEAP)”. Initially, they clustered the entire 

network with Fuzzy C-Means algorithm and then 

adapted for cluster head selection through an 

“Improved bacterial foraging optimization (IBFO) 

[14]” algorithm. IBFO is also applied for the 

selection of optimal keys in their method under group 

key distribution.  But, FCM is not an appropriate 

method for clustering because in FCM, IoT devices 

are grouped with the help of the impact but in the 

original, the IoT nodes have to get grouped based on 

distance from other IoT nodes in the network. 

Moreover, the IBFO consequences to huge 

computational complexity in the process of route 

discovery if a sender node has information to send. 

Focusing on the detection of DoS attack in the 

“message queuing telemetry transport (MQTT)” [11], 

A. P. Haripriya and K. Kulothungan [12] developed 

an IDS model based on fuzzy logic and it is named as 

Secure-MQTT. Unlike the conventional dense rule of 

fuzzy logic, this approach accomplished a 

lightweight fuzzy logic that generates the rules 

dynamically.  

P. Muthukannanand and R. Thirukkumaran [13] 

proposed a “trust aware access control system using 

fuzzy logic (TAACS-FL)” for IoT networks. Here, 

first, the trust evaluation is done based on three 

metrics such as “successful forward ratio (SFR)”, 

“data integrity (DI)” and “energy consumption rate 

(ECR)”. Next, the overall trust is measured with the 

help of “fuzzy engine trust (FET)” and depending on 

the measured values, the access control is designated. 

S. Gali, and V. Nidumolu [15] adapted multi-context 

trust aware routing for IoT networks (MCTAR-IOT) 

by considering three metrics such as communication 

trust, energy trust, and hop count. For long-distance 

secure path selection mostly they concentrated on 
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hop-count metric but weight optimization is not done. 

As a a next contribution, the same authors such as 

Sowmya and venkatram [16] proposed a new 

optimization algorithm based routing in IoT and 

named it as chaotic Bumble bees mating 

optimization routing based trust sense model 

(CBBMOR-TSM) for IoT networks. Direct and 

indirect trusts are used to measure total trust. 

Different Metaheuristic algorithms are applied for the 

optimization of weights of corresponding trust and 

declared that heuristic Bumble bee mating 

optimization (HBBMO) [17] has shown the best 

performance. As the number of nodes increases the 

number of malicious nodes also increases due to poor 

trust evaluation. 

Mabodi, K., et al. [18] aimed at the identification 

of grayhole attacks in which the compromised nodes 

make the packets not to reach the destination node. 

They used the traditional “Adhoc On-demand 

distance vector (AODV)” protocol and employed it 

under “multi-level trust intelligent secure system 

(MTISS)”. This approach employed the 

cryptographic authentication mechanism under four 

phases such as trust verification of a node, routes 

testing, discovery of gray hole attacks, and 

elimination of malicious attacks. However, the 

proposed method consumes more energy when the 

number of nodes increases and it impacts the trust 

verification of a node.  

N. Djedjig, et al. [19] applied game theory 

concept to model the metric based RPL 

trustworthiness scheme for the provision of security 

in a Resource-constrained RPL IoT network. Wang 

et al. [20] proposed an intelligent trust evaluation 

mechanism for Mobile edge computing devices in 

Industrial IoT. The trust assessment is carried out 

based on the data gathered by sensor nodes and the 

communication scenario that happened between 

them. S. M. Muzammal et al. [21] proposed SMTrust, 

a mobility based secure routing protocol which 

majorly considered the mobility of nodes in the trust 

assessment. SMTrust is mainly aimed at the detection 

of RPL Rank and Blackhole Attacks in both static and 

mobile environments. They have not considered the 

interaction between the nodes while measuring trust.     

Ragesh and Kumar [22] aimed at the detection of 

signal processing attacks in IoT and proposed a trust 

based secure routing mechanism to identify them. 

They determined a secure path based on a technique 

developed by combining “fuzzy and particle swarm 

optimization (F-PSO)”. Then “learning with errors 

over rings (R-LWE)” algorithm is employed to 

encrypt the data. Trustworthiness is measured only 

based on the trust value. Considering energy and 

security as prime aspects, S. M. Mujeeb et al. [23] 

proposed an “energy harvesting trust aware routing 

algorithm (EHTARA)”. For the determination of the 

best path, a cost metric is introduced by combining 

trust, distance, and energy. Further, they proposed the 

big data classification at the destination through 

exponential bat algorithm [24] based deep belief 

networks (DBN) [25]. Non-uniform weights are 

considered to measure the cost metric to determine 

the best path. 

Shalini Subramani, M. Selvi [26] proposed 

“intelligent intrusion detection system for detecting 

intruders in IoT based wireless sensor networks”. For 

this purpose, they proposed rule and multi-objective 

PSO based feature selection algorithm. Rajesh 

Kumar Dhanaraj et al. [27] proposed “simulated 

annealing black-hole attack detection (SABD) based 

enhanced gravitational search algorithm (EGSA)” to 

enhance the security of packet delivery in WSNs. 

They concentrated on the detection of block-hole 

(BH) attacks by clustering the entire network into few 

clusters which have similar residual energy. Initially, 

BH nodes are identified and EGSA-SABD is applied 

to quarantine the attacked nodes. The proposed 

method's attack detection accuracy rate is decreased 

when the number of BH nodes increases. 

Regonda Nagaraju et al. [28] proposed an attack 

prevention and detection system for IoT networks. 

They developed cybersecurity warning system for 

both regular and abnormal congestion in the network. 

Further, grey wolf optimization and whale 

optimization algorithms are used to detect the attack 

prevention system. The loss and delay incurred in this 

system are more. 

3. Proposed method 

3.1 Overview 

Here in the current s section, we explore the 

complete details of proposed trust aware routing 

mechanism. The proposed mechanism established a 

secure route between IoT nodes through a compound 

metric that consists of three individual trusts. They 

are namely independent trust, onlooker trust ad 

withstanding trust. Since the proposed method 

adapted multi-hop routing, each node checks the 

trustworthiness of its neighbor nodes and chooses 

one node as a final node that has more trustworthiness. 

In the compound trust metrics, depending on the 

scenario, the weights are adjusted for three trust 

metrics and based on the values, the node selection is 

done. The complete details of the proposed 

mechanism are explored here;  
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3.2 Network model  

The network model consists of N number of IoT 

nodes and one sink node. The nodes are deployed 

randomly in the network of size MXN, where M 

denotes the network’s length and N denotes 

network’s width. All nodes are assumed as static 

nodes and they are location-aware nodes. Further, 

assumed the characteristics such as energy status, and 

trust values of all nodes are similar in nature. The 

energy of sink node is considered as infinite and the 

energy mode of each node is dynamically adjusted 

according to the distance. Each node collects past 

data such as working history, opinions of other nodes, 

and earlier decisions from its neighbor nodes. 

Moreover, nodes are able to serve as intermediate 

forwarders for more than one route. Further, the 

range of communication of each node is anticipated 

as constant and let it is denoted with R. Each node 

collects the opinions of other nodes and prepares trust 

list. The trust list consists of three trust-related factors 

such as independent trust (IT), onlooker trust (OT), 

and withstanding trust (WT). 

3.3 Independent trust   

Independent trust (IT) is measured based on 

previous interactions, observations, and experiences. 

IT is the trust of a node regarding another node and it 

can be evaluated by considering direct and past 

experiences [29]. Initially, all nodes in the network 

interact with each other and after that, each node 

gathers opinions from its neighbor nodes. Like this, 

the Independent trust is evaluated by gathering past 

or earlier opinions obtained based on the 

communication interactions that happened. IT is 

assessed only upon the occurrence of at least one 

communication interaction between nodes.  

Independent trust is very close to the behavior of 

human beings. In this regard, a person can acquire the 

opinion of another person if he/she has at least one 

interaction in the past with another person. However, 

there would be a problem if there is not at least one 

previous interaction. At this instance, Independent 

trust is evaluated by accumulating the opinions of 

nodes that are in resemble with the target node. 

Consider an instance in which the source node wants 

to assess the trustworthiness of a stranger node that 

doesn’t have any past communication history with 

the source node. At this case, the source node asks for 

the opinions of neighbor nodes those are following 

the resemblance characteristics of the stranger node.  

In such a way, the source node can create an initial 

level of trust about stranger node and if it is within 

the limit, then the source node starts communicating 

with the corresponding stranger node.     

Consider two nodes 𝑛𝑖  and 𝑛𝑗  in the network 

which are directly connected and the node 𝑛𝑗 

interacted S times in the past with node 𝑛𝑖. In each 

interaction, the node 𝑛𝑖 creates an opinion about the 

node 𝑛𝑗 based on the direct communication between 

them. Let that opinion is 𝑂𝑠(𝑛𝑗)  and the range of 

𝑂𝑠(𝑛𝑗)  is in between 0 and 1 i.e. 𝑂𝑠(𝑛𝑗) ∈ [0,1] . 

Further, assume that the node 𝑛𝑖 collects T number of 

malicious opinions about the node 𝑛𝑗. Assume there 

exists L number of nodes that have resemblance 

features with node 𝑛𝑗  and they have past 

communication experience with node 𝑛𝑗. In this case, 

they use previously collected opinions to know the 

behavior of node 𝑛𝑗. These L number of opinions are 

taken into account to assess the initial trust of node 

𝑛𝑗 by node 𝑛𝑖. Let the opinion of node 𝑛𝑙 about the 

behaviour of node 𝑛𝑗 is denoted as  𝑂𝑙(𝑛𝑗)∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 . 

Therefore, Independent trust is measured as  

 

𝐼𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) = {
𝑥 ×

∑ 𝑂𝑙(𝑛𝑗)𝐿
𝑙=1

𝐿
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0

𝑦 ×
∑ 𝑂𝑠(𝑛𝑗)𝑆

𝑠=1

𝑆
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 ≠ 0

          (1) 

 

Where, 𝐼𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗)  represents the Independent trust 

between the nodes 𝑛𝑖  and 𝑛𝑗 , 𝑂𝑙(𝑛𝑗) represents the 

opinion of node 𝑛𝑙 about the behaviour of 𝑛𝑗, 𝑂𝑠(𝑛𝑗) 

represents the opinion of node 𝑛𝑖 about the behaviour 

of 𝑛𝑗 at 𝑠𝑡ℎ interaction, 𝑥 represents influence factor, 

and 𝑦 represents the monitoring factor.    

From Eq.(1), it can be seen that the IT is assessed 

under two modes, they are; non-interactive mode 

(𝑆 ≠ 0) and interactive mode (𝑆 = 0). In the former 

mode, the 𝑆 ≠ 0  indicates there is no past 

communication history between nodes and in such 

case, the IT is an accumulated value of opinions of 

resemblance nodes of target node 𝑛𝑗 .  Next, the 

Second condition comes into existence once direct 

communication is established between 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑗.  At 

𝑠𝑡ℎ  communication interaction, the IT is assessed 

based on the opinions noticed at 1 to S-1 interactions. 

Among S number of opinions, few opinions are 

considered as malicious opinions where node 𝑛𝑖 may 

give malicious opinions about node 𝑛𝑗 . Hence, we 

need to monitor the maliciousness behaviour by 

considering the monitoring factor y and it is obtained 

as   

𝑦 = (
𝑆−𝑇

𝑆
)

(
1

𝑆−𝑇
)
                            (2)  
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Where, S & T indicates the count of total opinions 

and malicious opinions respectively. The monitoring 

factor monitors the malicious behavior during the 

communication process between nodes. IT values 

diminishes when the malicious opinions count is 

more. It replicates human behavior i.e. the continuous 

interaction between human beings improves the 

strength of the relationship. But if any interaction 

went wrong then the strength of the relationship 

reduces.  

3.4 Onlooker trust (OT)   

OT is obtained with the help of observations and 

previous experiences of neighbour nodes. In this trust, 

the node can take the opinions of its neighbour 

nodes when there is no direct connection between the 

source and next-hop node. Generally, in IoT, the 

nodes are not directly connected. At this instance, the 

source node takes the critical reviews of other nodes 

for next-hop trustable node selection. Like this, the 

next-hop node selection is done by taking the 

opinions of third-party nodes such as trustworthy 

neighbour nodes when the source and next-hop 

nodes are not directly connected. In addition to this, 

the Onlooker trust is measured based on the level of 

connectivity between them. The level of connectivity 

between the source node and its most trustable next-

hop node as well as next-hop node to the destination 

node shows the strength of the relationship. 

Therefore, the trust threshold is considered for the 

selection of most trustable neighbour nodes.  

Let’s consider two nodes 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑗, which are not 

directly connected each other and consider 𝑘𝑡ℎ 

neighbour node of node 𝑛𝑖 is 𝑛𝑖
𝑘, where 𝑛𝑖

𝑘 maintains 

the direct connection between the nodes 𝑛𝑖  and 𝑛𝑗 . 

The node 𝑛𝑖
𝑘  collects the individual opinions about 

the node 𝑛𝑗  and let 𝑂(𝑛𝑖
𝑘, 𝑛𝑗) be the opinion of the 

node  𝑛𝑖
𝑘  about the node 𝑛𝑗  and 𝑂(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑖

𝑘)  be the 

opinion of the node 𝑛𝑖  about 𝑛𝑖
𝑘 . Hence, the 

Onlooker trust is measured as,  

 

𝑂𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) =
∑ (𝑂(𝑛𝑖,𝑛𝑖

𝑘)×𝑂(𝑛𝑖
𝑘,𝑛𝑗))𝐾

𝑘=1

∑ 𝑂(𝑛𝑖,𝑛𝑖
𝑘)𝐾

𝑘=1

         (3) 

 

s.t. 

 

𝑂(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑖
𝑘) ≥ 𝑂𝑇

𝑇                       (4) 

 

Where, 𝑂𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) is the OT between the nodes 𝑛𝑖 

and 𝑛𝑗, 𝑂𝑇
𝑇 is the threshold of Onlooker trust. Eq. (4) 

determines the trustworthy node from the set of 

neighbour nodes based on 𝑂𝑇
𝑇. If the opinion between 

the nodes 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑖
𝑘 is greater than the trust threshold 

value then the corresponding node is selected as most 

trustworthy next-hop neighbour node. Further, Eq. 

(3) is used to measure the 𝑂𝑇
𝑇 trust, initially using Eq. 

(4) the next-hop trustable neighbour node is selected 

and then all the opinions are cumulated based on 

weighted average technique. The onlooker trust has 

less computational complexity and low risk due to the 

selection of most trustable next-hop neighbour node. 

Figure.1 shows an example demonstration of the 

evaluation of Onlooker trust. 

3.5 Withstanding trust (WT) 

Withstanding trust is obtained based on the 

withstanding capacity of an IoT node and it signifies 

the withstanding capability of a node to the external 

failures in network. Two sub-trusts are considered to 

evaluate the Withstanding trust; they are Resilient 

Trust and Immovability Trust. Resilient trust is 

measured by observing the node failures due to some 

technical causes and Immovability trust is measured 

based on the mobility of nodes in the network. The 

following subsection explores the details of two sub-

trusts.  

3.5.1. Resilient trust 

The nodes in the IoT networks are smaller sized 

devices that are extremely sensitive to operational 

settings including electrical surges, breakages, and 

damages etc. The nodes cannot perform well when 

there is any node breakage and it disturbs the basic 

operations of the sensor device such as sense, process, 

and communication. Even if all these sensor nodes 

are quickly recovered, they could not function 

effectively as before the breakdown. Moreover, the 

tiny devices recovery time is very small due to its less 

complex circuitry. Furthermore, there is an alternate 

solution to recover the node from damages is to 

replace the damaged circuit. But even though the 

damaged circuit is replaced, few nodes may not 

resume to its normal operation. A node which faces 

frequent damages can reduce the reliability. 

Therefore, the resilient trust is evaluated by taking 

these considerations into account.   

For this purpose, we considered three rates; they are 

success rate, failure rate, and healing rate. The 

success rate is defined as the ratio of all the 

successfully completed occurrences by the target 

node to the all occurrences which are given by source 

node. If the target node remains active for a given 

task until it is completed, then the task is treated as 

success and success rate is obtained by such tasks 

accumulation. As success rate is high then the  
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Figure. 1 Onlooker trust computation  

 

 

resilient trust is also high. Further, the failure rate 

counts the total failed occurrences from the total 

occurrences. Finally, healing rate counts the total 

number of occurrences which are recovered from the 

damages. A node which maintains high success rate 

and healing rate, low failure rate is considered as 

more resilient node and that type of nodes are 

preferably chosen for communication. Resilient trust 

is measured based on the past experiences which are 

taken from the list of interactions where the heavy 

data is not communicated. For two nodes 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑗, 

let the success rate is denoted as 𝑅𝑠(𝑛𝑗), the failure 

rate is denoted as 𝑅𝑓(𝑛𝑗) and healing rate is denoted 

as 𝑅ℎ(𝑛𝑗). Therefore, the robust trust is measured as   

 

𝑅𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) = (𝑅𝑠(𝑛𝑗))
(1−𝑅𝑓(𝑛𝑗))

× (𝑅ℎ(𝑛𝑗))
𝑅𝑓(𝑛𝑗)

 

(5) 

 

Where, 𝑅𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) is the resilient trust between the 

nodes 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑗 and it ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 

indicates the node  𝑛𝑗  have less resilience, and 1 

indicates high resilience. The resilient trust is 

measured using Eq. (5) and it selects one node as a 

final node among all nodes which has larger resilient 

trust. 

 

 

 

3.5.2. Immovability Trust  

Dynamic changes in the network topology 

consequences to dynamic node movements i.e. the 

nodes may join or leave the network dynamically. 

Dynamic changes in the network topology are due to 

several reasons, for example deployment of 

additional nodes, energy depletion, 

minor movements due to external causes, resource 

constraints etc. These variations affect the behavior 

of nodes in the network. Therefore, we have taken all 

these considerations into account to analyze the 

node's immovability. A larger immovable node can 

achieve better trust because it improves the network 

lifetime. Here, we considered the life cycle of a node 

because it provides the information regarding 

leaving and joining times of a node.  The complete 

life cycle of a node is modeled based on 2 time 

instances, they are; operating and surviving times. 

Surviving time is the time interval where the node can 

stay at the same position (neither joining nor 

leaving) or for its entire life cycle. Next, the 

operating time is the time interval where the node 

presents in the operating state. In the operating state, 

each sensor node can sense, process, and 

communicate.  In general, higher operating time 

indicates less immovability of a node. Therefore, the 

immovability trust is defined as the fraction of 

operating time to the surviving time. Let’s assume 𝑛𝑖 
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and 𝑛𝑗, operating time is 𝑇𝑜 and surviving time is  𝑇𝑠. 

 |𝑇𝑜|  and  |𝑇𝑠|  are operating and surviving time 

intervals of node  𝑛𝑗 . Next, consider node  𝑛𝑗  was 

communicated S times with node  𝑛𝑗 , the 

immovability trust is evaluated as,  

 

𝑀𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) = {

 |𝑇𝑜|

 |𝑇𝑠|
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 = 0

𝛾 ×
 |𝑇𝑜|

 |𝑇𝑠|
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆 ≠ 0

   (6) 

 

Where, 𝑀𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) is the Immovability trust between 

the nodes 𝑛𝑖  and  𝑛𝑗 , 𝛾  is the penalizing parameter 

and it is measured based on the number of 

interactions happened between the nodes 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑗. 

𝛾 is derived mathematically as,  

 

𝛾 = 𝛿
(1−

1

𝑆+1
)
                        (7) 

 

Where, 𝛿 is an arbitrary constant and 𝛿 ∈ [0, 1], and 

S is the total interactions happened between the two 

nodes 𝑛𝑖 and 𝑛𝑗. The parameter 𝛾 become high when 

there are frequent departures of a node from the 

network. For a node, the frequent leavings from the 

network make it unreliable and consequences to less 

immovability trust. Hence, it is not considered to 

forward the data. Further, the computational 

complexity of immovability trust is not considerable 

because the length of the time intervals is recorded by 

the nodes.  

 Based on the Resilient and Immovability trusts, 

the final Withstanding trust is evaluated as follows; 

 

𝑊𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) =
1

2
× 

[𝑤1 × 𝑅𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) + 𝑤2 × 𝑀𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗)]   (8) 

 

Where, 𝑊𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) is the proportional trust between 

the nodes 𝑛𝑖  and  𝑛𝑗 ,  𝑤1  is the weight of resilient 

trust, and 𝑤2 is the weight of immovability trust. The 

withstanding trust is an average of resilient trust and 

immovability trust and the source nodes selects one 

node as a next-hop trustable node which has highest 

withstanding trust among the available neighbour 

nodes. 

3.6 Compound trust and optimization  

Independent trust ( 𝐼𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) ), Onlooker trust 

(𝑂𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗)), and Withstanding trust (𝑊𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗)) are 

integrated to formulate the compound trust. The 

compound trust mathematically expressed as  

 

𝐶𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) =
1

3
[(𝑤1 × 𝐼𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗)) + (𝑤2 ×

𝑂𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗)) + (𝑤3 × 𝑊𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗))]   (9) 

 

Where, 𝐶𝑇(𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗) is the compound trust 𝑤1, 𝑤2, and  

𝑤3  are the weights corresponding to Independent, 

Onlooker and Withstanding trusts respectively. The 

values for the weights 𝑤1, 𝑤2, and  𝑤3 are adjusted 

in such a way that 𝑤1 + 𝑤2 + 𝑤3 = 1 . Here, we 

assumed equal values for three weights to maintain 

equal importance for every trust. Here the weights are 

optimized through Firefly Algorithm [30]. Since the 

manual optimization of weights constitutes huge 

computational time, we adapted for a simple and 

efficient nature inspired algorithm called as Firefly 

algorithm.   

Consider a route between the source (𝑆𝑛 ) and 

destination ( 𝐷𝑛 ) with intermediate nodes are 

𝑛1, 𝑛2, … … . , 𝑛𝑧 . Therefore, the overall trust of a 

route is evaluated as  

 

𝑂𝑅𝑇(𝑆𝑛, 𝐷𝑛) =
1

𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
[𝐶𝑇(𝑆𝑛, 𝑛1) +

∑ (𝐶𝑇(𝑛𝑧−1, 𝑛𝑧)) + 𝐶𝑇(𝑛𝑧, 𝐷𝑛)𝑍
𝑧=1 ]             (10) 

 

4. Experimental analysis 

Here, we explore the complete details of 

simulation experiments carried out over the 

developed method. For simulation purpose, we 

referred MATLAB tool and the network creation is 

done in a random fashion. Once the network s created 

with random locations of nodes, they are assigned to 

specific characteristics like energy, range of 

transmission, data transmission rate etc. A first, we 

explain the particulars of simulation setup and then 

the particulars of performance metrics. Further, we 

incorporate the comparative analysis between 

proposed and existing methods.    

4.1 Simulation setup 

For experimental validation of our method, we 

used MATLAB tool and created a Random network 

with several nodes distributed in an area of 

1000 × 1000 . All the nodes are assumed to be 

stationary and immovable. For each node, the range 

of communication is fixed and it is determined based 

on the network area.  To realize the randomization 

concept, the positions of nodes are changed in every 

simulation randomly. Moreover, the selection of 

source and destination node pairs is also chosen 

randomly. Since the proposed approach majorly  
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Table. 1 Simulation parameters 
Parameter Value 

Node count  30-50 

Area of network  1000 × 1000 

Data Transmission Rate 20 Packets per sec 

Packet Size 512 Bytes 

Range of communication 

of each node 

10% of Network area 

Deployment of Nodes Random 

Malicious nature  5-25% of total nodes 

Trust Threshold  0.6 

Weights range  [0, 1] 

Number of Interactions 

(P) 

100-1000 

 

dependent on the communication interactions 

incurred between nodes, we varied it from 100-1000 

to analyze their impact. Next, the malicious concept 

is realized by introducing the abnormal behavior at 

some nodes and applied the proposed method to 

identify them. Here, the malicious node count is 

varied with total nodes present in the network. For 

instance, if the network is assumed to have 200 nodes 

and malicious nodes are 20%, then the malicious 

node count is 40. In such way, the malicious nodes 

are varied as 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%. The 

detailed configuration of simulation parameters are 

shown in Table.1.  

4.2 Performance Metrics 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It is defined as the 

ratio of total number of packets received a destination 

node and total numbers of packets sent by source 

node. Consider 𝑃𝑟(𝑠, 𝑑)  be the total number of 

packets received at destination and  𝑃𝑡(𝑠, 𝑑) be the 

total number of packets transmitted by source nodes, 

the PDR is measured as  

 

𝑃𝐷𝑅 =
𝑃𝑟(𝑠,𝑑) 

𝑃𝑡(𝑠,𝑑)
                      (11) 

 

The expression in Eq.(1) is determined only for on 

source and destination node however, in our final 

results analysis, we consider multiple source and 

destination node pairs. The larger value of PDR 

signifies better performance and vice versa.   

Packet Loss Ratio (PLR): It is defined as the ratio of 

total number of packets lost during transmission from 

source node to destination node and total numbers of 

packets sent by source node. Consider 𝑃𝑙(𝑠, 𝑑) be the 

total number of packets lost and  𝑃𝑡(𝑠, 𝑑) be the total 

number of packets transmitted by source nodes, the 

PLR is measured as  

 

𝑃𝐿𝑅 =
𝑃𝑙(𝑠,𝑑) 

𝑃𝑡(𝑠,𝑑)
                          (12) 

 

The smaller value of PLR signifies better 

performance and vice versa.  

Throughput: It is defined as the ratio of total number 

of packets received at the destination node and the 

total time taken to receive. Through signifies the 

quality of data after receiving at destination. The 

lesser value of throughout signifies that all the 

packets are not received within the stipulated time. 

Mathematically, the throughput is measure as 

 

𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 =  
Total Number of packets received (in Kilobits) 

Time ellapsed (in Sec) 
     (13) 

 

End-to-End Delay: It is defined as the time elapsed 

to transmit the complete packets by source node to 

destination node. Higher delay indicates worst 

performance and lower delay indicates best 

performance. The delay is related to throughput, 

follows an inverse relation.  

4.3 Results  

At the simulation time, the total number of 

interactions is varied from 100-1000 and the 

malicious node cunt is varied in terms of percentage 

of total nodes present in the network. At each 

simulation, we have considered different source and 

destination nodes and after receiving the data at 

destination node, we measured the performance 

through different metrics. Further, to check the 

efficiency of proposed approach, we compared it 

with several existing methods such as TRM-IOT [9], 

OSEAP-IOT [10], MCTAR-IOT [15] and 

CBBMOR-TSM-IOT [16]. The observations are 

shown in the following figures.   

Fig. 2 shows the average trust value (AV) of 

different types of nodes in the network, they are 

malicious nodes and trustworthy or normal nodes. 

The ATV of malicious nodes is noticed in the range 

of 0.4 to 0.5 while the ATV of normal nodes is 

noticed as 0.75 to 0.8. As there is much difference 

between the trust values of normal and malicious 

nodes, the detection becomes efficient. Since there 

exists three types of trust metrics, the average trust 

value is varies in a range but not fixed to a static value. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the performance effectives of 

proposed mechanism in terms of PDR at different 

malicious node count. As the number of malicious 

nodes increases in the network, they won’t cooperate 

to other nodes to forward the data. In such case, the 

packets won’t get forwarded and the results PDR  
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Figure. 2 Average trust value for different types of nodes 

 

 

Figure. 3 Packet delivery ratio at different malicious node 

count  

 

become less. This illusion can be observed at the 25% 

malicious node count where the proposed approach 

has obtained only 93.50% PDR. Even though it is less, 

compared with several existing methods, it is high 

because the proposed trust sensing method referred 

three trust metrics which has different contexts. As 

the number of reference metrics increases, the nodes 

will gain more knowledge and can easily identify the 

malicious nodes. Especially, the proposed method 

evaluated the trust in direct and indirect fashions 

which can assist the node in an appropriate selection 

of trustworthy nodes. Since the earlier methods 

would not concentrate on such kind of trust 

assessment, they gained less PDR. Moreover, they 

have not concentrated on multi attribute based trust 

sensing in IoT. For example CBBMOR-TSM has 

considered only direct and indirect trusts and 

MCTAR-IOT didn’t consider the withstanding trusts  

 

 

Figure.4 Packet loss ratio at different malicious node 

count  

 

which are very important in the analysis of node’s 

forwarding capacity. Approximately, the proposed 

method gained an average PDR of 0.9686 while the 

existing methods have gained 0.9436, 0.9200, 0.8990 

and 0.8772 by CBBMOR-TSM, MCTAR-IOT, 

OSEAP-IOT and TRM-IOT respectively. Next, the 

PLR has an inverse relation with PDR, as the number 

of packets lost is more; the number of packets 

delivered is less.  The loss of packets is more for a 

larger number of malicious nodes count, as shown in 

Fig. 4. As the proposed method has higher PDR, the 

PLR is less and it is approximately observed as 

0.0312. For existing methods, the average PLR is 

observed as 0.0576, 0.0810, 0.1014 and 0.238 for 

CBBMOR-TSM, MCTAR-IOT, OSEAP-IOT and 

TRM-IOT respectively.  

As the malicious node count increases in the 

network, the End-to-End delay increases. Because, 

the compromised nodes won’t notify to their 

preceding nodes about their packet forwarding 

behavior. In such case, the pre-hop node waits until 

the TTL time and sends the same packet again. This 

process induces an additional delay and it becomes 

more for a larger malicious node count. The End-to-

End delay behavior of proposed approach and 

existing methods for varying malicious node count is 

shown in Fig. 5. From the results, we can understand 

that the proposed approach obtained less delay 

because its process of trustworthiness evaluation is 

effective than the existing methods.  

The past methods’ didn’t provide a quick 

alternative node in the case of node and route failures. 

Hence, they experienced more delay. Especially no 

method has focused on the Withstanding trust which 

is very important because it assures a stable and fault 

tolerant node. Based on the results, the average End- 
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Figure. 5 End-to-End delay (ms) at different malicious 

node count 

 

 
Figure. 6 Delay (ms) comparison between different 

Metaheuristic algorithms  

 

to-End delay gained by proposed method is observed 

as 0.2500 ms while the existing methods has gained 

0.5240 ms, 0.7520 ms and 1.0920 ms by MCTAR-

IOT, OSEAP-IOT and TRM-IOT respectively.  

Metaheuristic algorithms have significant role in 

the process of optimization of weights associated 

with different parameters. Even though a vast 

research has been carried out over metaheuristic 

algorithms for optimization of network related 

parameters, they were not concentrated on the proper 

selection. 

Some authors employed computationally 

complex algorithms and some applied simple 

algorithms. In such situation, the selection of 

Metaheuristic algorithm becomes complex. Hence, 

we conduct a simulation study through different 

Metaheuristic algorithms including “particle swarm  

 

Figure. 7 Throughput (kbps) comparison between 

different Metaheuristic algorithms  
 

optimization (PSO)” [26], “gravitational search 

optimization (GSA)” [27], “whale optimization 

algorithm (WOA)” [28], “chaotic bumble bee mating 

optimization (CBBMO)” [16] and “firefly algorithm 

(FFA)”. Among these algorithms, we found the better 

performance at FFA which ensured a less delay than 

the remaining algorithms. The delay and throughput 

analysis of different metaheuristic algorithms is 

shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. From the 

results, the FFA is observed to have less delay and 

high throughput. Since the delay has an inverse 

relation with throughput, we analyzed these two 

performance metrics. With simple calculations, the 

FFA algorithm provided optimal weights for the 

three trust metrics and helped in the trustworthy node 

selection. This kind of selection lessens the delay and 

increases the throughput. In the case of PSO, GSA, 

GWO and CBBMO, the optimization process takes 

more time thereby induces an additional delay which 

indirectly shows impact n delay and throughout. On 

an average, the delay incurred due to FFA is observed 

as 0.0980 ms, while PSO, GSA, WOA and 

CBBMOR-TSM-IOT has induced a delay of 

0.3120ms, 0.2800ms, 0.2540ms and 0.1240ms 

respectively. Similarly, on an average, the through 

gained due to FFA is observed as 73.9480 Kbps, 

while PSO, GSA, WOA and CBBMOR-TSM-IOT 

has induced a delay of 56.4160 Kbps, 59.0240 Kbps, 

61.1720 Kbps and 71.8160 Kbps respectively. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we aimed at an establishment of 

secure and efficient path and proposed a new TAR 

mechanism based on three different trust attributes 

namely independent trust, onlooker trust, and 

withstanding trust. The independent trust is a result 

of direct experience of a node with its neighbour 
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nodes. Next, the onlooker trust is an indirect trust 

which considers the opinions of common neighbour 

nodes. Finally, Withstanding trust ensures the node’s 

resilience and stability. The resilience trust explores 

the fault tolerance of a node for different failures and 

damages those generally occur in network. The larger 

immovability ensures that the node is more stable 

which indirectly signifies that the node stays for more 

time. The consideration of these many trust metrics 

provides secure and efficient communication 

between nodes in IoT and helps in the determination 

of the most reliable path for every node. Finally, 

simulation experiments conducted over the 

IOWTAR-IOT explore the superiority in terms of 

Delay, Packet Delivery, and Throughput.  
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